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1. Attempt all questions. 2 x 1A:2&
(a) Write Strokes Theorem.

(b) Find the ratio of the forces between hvo small spheres with constant charges (a) in
, air (b) in a medium of dielectric constant K.

(c) Define equipotential surface.

(d) The angle of incidence of the electric field at a plane dielectric boundary is 20
degree. The angle of refraction within the medium of dielectric constant of 1.25 is

(Fill in the blanks)

(e) Write Laplaceequation in cartesian,.cylindricat and spherical coordinate system.

(0 State Biot Savart's Law.

G) Write wave equations for conducting medium.

(h) Define magnetic vector potential. t

(i) Use Maxwell's equation to establish the charge.ur..* equation of continuity.

6) pefine characteristic impedance of a transmission line.
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Answer any three :

(a) (i) Verify the divergence theorem for a vector field A
(32 - x) A in the region bounded by the cylinder x

r f-*gtn/i
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(ii) State and proof Green's theorem . 6+ 4 : 10

(b) Explain the applications of Gauss law for point charge, line charge, coaxial cabie 
t

and uniformly charged sphere.

(c) Determine magnetic field intensity due to finite length current elements and on
the axis of a circular loop.

P.T.O.



(d) (i) A plane electromagnetic wave is propagating in z direction in a dielectric
rnedium of relative permittivity €,. : 5. The electric field is in x direction

and has ail lms value of 0.1 (V/m). What is the direction and maEitude of
magretic field ? Calcuiate the fiequency of the u,ave. Given u,avelength

7' : 5nr.

(ii) Write \vave equatir-rns for conducting medium.

(e) (i) Deduce the voltage and current equ-atior"r of a iransmission line.

(ii) Find the input impedance for a lossiess npnsmission iine.

Attempt all questions :

3. (i) Expiain double stub matching with suitai:le diagram.

(ii) A transmission line rvith characteristic impedances
purely*resistive ioad. While making standing wave

reads a maximum voltage of 8 triV and a minimum
. load resistance ?

6+4:1S

5+4:1{l

5 x 10:50

of 400 fl is terminated in a

ratio measureurent the meter

of 5 pV. Wlidt should be the
6 + 4:10

4.

OR
Describe the process of impedanc€ matching by quarter wave transformer.
Discuss how the transmission line acts as circuit elements.

What is skin effect ? In a lossless dielectric for which q : 60n, p,. : 1, and

H : -0. 1 cos (rot * z) a* + 0.5 sin (at - z) a, Nm, calculate, e., rD and E.

oRj
Define skin depth, intrinsic irnpedances, phase velocity and pointing vector.

5. Derive an expression for magnetic flreld intensity due to iong hollow conducting
jcYlinder' 

oR ""

Derive an expression for inductance of solenoid and toroid. Also discuss about
diarnagnetic, p aramagneti c and ferromagnetic sub stanc es.

i

6. - Use Lai:lace equation to obtain the capacitance of a cyiindrical capacitor.

oR.
Derive Poisson's equation and discuss its applications in electrostatics.

.

Write short notes on (a) Convention and conductiorf current (b) Polarization in
dielectrics.

OR
Write short notes on (a) Continuity equation and relaxation time (b) Resistance of a

conductor.

7.
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